It's official - Again! Brookwater voted Queensland's
Number 1 Public Access Golf Course
According to Golf Australia and Australian Golf Digest Magazines, Brookwater remains an impressive
stand-out when it comes to design, condition and visual appearance, with both magazines rating
Brookwater as the number one public access course in Queensland.
Jason Day who hails from Queensland and is currently ranked 4th worldwide, also named Brookwater in
his Top 5 Australian Courses in the March issue of Australian Golf Digest; "Another awesome layout. It's a
great facility and a tough test for good players".
These announcements mark the 9th year in a row Brookwater has ranked Number 1 in Queensland and it is
testament to the vision & design skill of both Greg Norman and Bob Harrison as well as the continued
commitment of the Brookwater Maintenance Team, led by Brookwater Superintendent, Ben Geeson.
In 2013 Brookwater hosted the return of the Queensland Open to the golfing calendar, and the inaugural
Hills International Junior Open, both of which proved to be perfect events for showcasing the Tournament
Standard Golf Course. Feedback from the Players was certainly testament to the design, condition and
visual appeal of Brookwater.
“It is fantastic to see Golfers of all abilities (not just the professionals) relish the opportunity to play at
Brookwater, whilst experiencing the Course in peak condition”; said Warren Seeto, General Manager.
“Anyone can play here and golfers of all abilities, including professionals, will take something away with
them after playing at Brookwater, which is all the more reason to add Brookwater to your “Bucket List”.
Brookwater Member, Vim Balachandran certainly agrees. The experienced globe-trotting golfer has
travelled to fifty-five of the world’s top courses throughout the US, Ireland and South Africa and is
adamant that Brookwater is the champion of courses when it comes to overall experience.
“The unique layout of Brookwater, where one does not see another fairway, the degree of difficulty
(Challenge) and scenic beauty of each hole and the fact that no two holes are alike, sets Brookwater apart
and makes this place very special, he said. “Take golf on a perfect winters day around 21C, clear blue sky
and it is pretty damn hard to beat Brookie”.
“Recent course enhancements and the inclusion of a regular underbrushing programme have helped to
improve playability” said Mark Weir, Deputy General Manager and PGA Golf Professional. “The Golf
Course not only provides a challenge to golfers from the back tees, it is also now a very enjoyable
experience for the higher handicap golfer .
Brookwater is an outstanding golf course for all abilities, it is also an affordable course for visitors and
those wishing to join the Club. To celebrate the continued ranking success of Brookwater, we have released
the Brookwater Passport, providing an extremely affordable option to play Queensland’s Number 1
public access golf course in Tournament condition as we head into the 2014 Queensland Open.
“We invite all Queenslanders to enjoy their number 1 course and Brookwater Passport is the affordable
way to do that.”
	
  

